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ABSTRACT

The effect of video and written modeling on self-efficacy

of 70 master’s degree students enrolled in their first

techniques course was investigated.  The ability to understand

and use reflection of content, feeling, and meaning was

presented to the experimental group through videotaped

instruction and examples and the control group through written

instruction and examples.  Facts about reflecting skills,

which included information and three vignettes, demonstrated

the use of the skills.  Through two pilot studies, the

Reflecting Skills Questionnaire (RSQ) developed for this study

showed convergent validity with the Counseling Self-Estimate

Inventory (COSE).  Participants’ indication of self-efficacy

for the reflection of content, feeling, and meaning was

assessed by the RSQ.  A t - test was computed to determine

whether video or written treatment had an effect on the self

efficacy of counselors in training.  Using a two-tailed t -

test for independent groups, no significant difference (p >

.05) was found.  An analysis of covariance was used to examine

the contribution of demographic variables on the results.

None of the demographic variables of interactions between

variables contributed significantly.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

Methods used to teach a new skill in counseling techniques

may involve having students observe a video of someone else

performing the skill and/or having the student read about how

to perform it.  Although teaching procedures may incorporate a

combination of reading and observing, some rely primarily on

one method.  Economic trends suggest that counseling programs

follow the practice which adheres to the most effective method

of teaching based on the least cost.  Empirical studies

analyzing the effectiveness of teaching methods have typically

examined participant performance following the application of

a particular method.  Though this type of study may provide a

measure of effectiveness, it does not take into account how a

teaching method may affect the learner's continued growth in

the area that was taught.
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Bandura's (1977) model of cognitive skill acquisition

stated that people possess a self-system which affords them

control over their thoughts, feelings and actions.  The system

also provides a reference function for perceiving, evaluating

and regulating behaviors resultant from the interplay between

the external environment and the self-system (Pajares, 1996).

One's most central belief concerns the capacity to exercise

control over events.  Human behavior can be seen as regulated

by forethought, integrating perceptions of abilities to enact

behaviors which will achieve goals (Bandura, 1989).

Perceptions of abilities are dynamic in that they are the

result of ongoing cognitive, behavioral and communication

processes.  Experiences that provide information about the

ability of an individual can greatly enhance the likelihood

that similar behaviors will be utilized in the future.  People

use their self-system to learn about their capacities through

previous behavior, vicarious experience, verbal persuasion and

inferences from psychological states experienced when

anticipating or enacting a behavior (Bandura, 1986).

The most salient form of information about our abilities

is behavioral enactment.  If a behavior is performed

successfully, then one expects to be able to perform the

behavior successfully again.  This expectation is also

referred to as a self-belief.  Self-beliefs are strengthened
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through observational learning or vicarious experience such as

observing a model or through symbols such as reading.

Observational learning occurs when observers display new

patterns of behavior that prior to modeling had a zero

probability of occurrence even with motivational inducements

in effect.  Modeling in this framework refers to an individual

whose actions, verbalizations and expressions are attended to

by the observer and serve as prompts for future modeling

(Schunk, 1987).  When individuals learn vicariously, they

convince themselves they are able to achieve improvement in a

task in which they see others improve.

 Models build self-beliefs of competence by conveying to

the observer strategies that are effective for managing

different situations.  Vicarious consequences foster outcome

expectations concerning which behaviors are likely to be

rewarded and which may be punished.  Observing models perform

activities that are threatening or prohibited without negative

consequences can lead observers to perform the behavior

themselves, whereas observing a model punished for certain

activities may inhibit the observers responding.

Behavioral modeling can also impart skills and behavioral

subcomponents needed to execute a behavior, as well as by

demonstrating the cognitive strategies that produce and guide

behavior.  Observing competent models perform actions that
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result in success conveys information to observers about the

sequence of actions one should use to succeed (Bandura, 1986).

Self-beliefs are also built through social comparison.  When

objective standards of behavior are unclear or unavailable

observers evaluate themselves through comparisons with others,

and the most accurate self-evaluations derive from comparisons

with those who are similar in the ability or characteristics

being evaluated (Festinger, 1954).

 Similarity to models is an important source of

information of determining behavioral suitability and

formulating outcome expectations.  The more alike observers

are to models, the greater is the probability that similar

actions by the observers are socially appropriate and will

produce similar results.  Observing similar others perform

successfully or fail after employing sustained effort raises

or lowers the observers’ judgments of their own capabilities.

By observing modeled behaviors people compose outcome

expectations.  Observational learning is an idea that is

formed about the behavior that is necessary to perform a task

and one's ability to perform it that is gained through

observation.  This may result in a strengthening or weakening

of behavioral inhibitions.

Four subprocesses govern observational learning:

attention, retention, production and motivation.  Attention is
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enhanced by presenting models that are of interest to the

observer.  Retention is augmented if the modeled information

is related to the characteristics of the performance, and the

information processing strategies that are employed by the

model are understood by the viewer.  For example retention can

be improved when models explain the rules they use to guide

their behavior and when they divide complex behaviors into

their component parts.  Production involves translating visual

and symbolic understandings of modeled events into actual

cognitive or behavioral rehearsal.  Motivation is enhanced

when a valued positive outcome resulted from the observed

behavior.  People are more likely to perform behaviors when

they feel they will be successful than when they expect to

fail or be punished regardless of whether the information was

gleaned directly or vicariously (Bandura, 1986).  Modeled

behavior is more effective if (a) there are clear outcomes,

(b) there is some similarity between the model and the

observer, and (c) a variety of other observed individuals are

able to demonstrate mastery of the observed behavior (Bandura,

1977).

In addition to performing a behavior or experiencing it

vicariously people can be persuaded to believe they are able

to do things.  When people are in an unknown situation they

are more likely to rely on information that is provided by
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someone who is perceived as more knowledgeable than

themselves.  This information can cause increased persistence

and the enactment of behaviors that would not have been

engaged in otherwise.  On the other hand signs of stress,

tension, fatigue, aches and pains provide cues of incapacity

and will tend to inhibit the production of actions that are

believed to cause the cues of incapacity (Wood, & Bandura,

1989).  When individuals believe they are able to perform

specific behaviors that will enable them to achieve valued

goals, they are experiencing self-efficacy.

Bandura proposed that self-efficacy, a cognitive variable,

operates in learning situations and mediates all behavior

change (Bandura, 1977).  Efficacy is viewed as "the conviction

that one can successfully execute the behavior required to

produce outcomes" (Bandura, 1977, p. 193).  Efficacy

expectations determine whether coping behavior will be

initiated, how much effort will be expended, and how long

effort will be sustained in the face of obstacles and aversive

experiences.  The more one expects to be able to master a

behavior the more effort will be put into the behavior's

successful execution (Bandura, Adams, & Beyer, 1977).

 Although self-efficacy can be increased through reading

and observation, comparisons of these approaches have focused

on their influence on performance and not self-efficacy
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(Froehle, Robinson, & Kurpius, 1983; Robinson, Frohle, &

Kurpius, 1979a, 1979b; Robinson, Kurpius, & Frohle, 1981;

Salomon, 1981; Stone, 1975).  Investigation to determine

whether there is a difference in the level or degree of self-

efficacy is needed.  The following research question was,

therefore, proposed: What is the effect of vicarious video and

written experiences on the self-efficacy of counselors-in-

training’s ability to understand and use reflecting skills?

Rationale

Given the expense and time devoted to the training of

counselors-in-training, determining the most effective methods

is worthy of exploration.  A study which compares the effect

of vicarious video and written experiences on the self-

efficacy of counselors-in-training’s understanding and use of

reflecting skills could be of value to instructors and

educational institutions involved with counselor education.

Assumptions

The following assumptions are applied in this study:

1.  Participants responded to items on the instrument

candidly and accurately.
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2.  The instrument developed for this study provided an

accurate measure of counselor self-efficacy for reflecting

skills.

3.  The videotaped vignettes adequately approximated

counseling sessions and the ratings of the instrument were

meaningful.

4.  Doctoral students in counseling psychology consider

themselves more efficacious in their use of reflecting skills

than do counselors-in-training.

5.  Counselors-in-training and doctoral students have no

difficulty reading and understanding text that is written at

the 8.1 Flesch Grade Level.

Definition of Terms

The following operational definitions are provided to

facilitate a better understanding of the terms used in this

study:

1.  Vicarious reinforcement: Observing that a behavior

that succeeds for others increases the tendency of the

observer to behave in similar ways (Bandura, 1977).

2.  Self-efficacy: A conviction that one can successfully

execute the behavior required to produce certain outcomes

(Bandura, 1977, p. 79).
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3.  Counselor-in-training: An individual enrolled in a

master's level counseling program.

Delimitations

The study was delimited to counselors-in-training who had

completed less than two semesters of their graduate program

and were enrolled in a counseling techniques course.  The

vicarious experience was limited to a video of one lecture

followed by three vignettes or their transcripts.  Findings

from this study were, therefore, delimited to a population of

counseling/clinical master's level students participating in a

learning experience involving a one-contact paradigm.
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Chapter 2

REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH

The review of related literature is divided into three

subsections: the influence of vicarious experiences on

learning, the relationship between self-efficacy and

performance, and the relationship between video and written

experiences.

Influence of Vicarious Experiences on Learning

Schunk (1986) reported that vicarious influences affect

cognitive skill learning, and are an important source of self-

efficacy information.  Lopez, Lent, Brown & Gore (1977) tested

path models of academic interest and performance that were

derived from social learning theory.  This study measured

objective math ability, perceived sources of efficacy

information, outcome expectations, self-efficacy as related to

the course and grades.  Results indicated that in addition to

direct experience, vicarious experiences such as participants’
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rating of statements such as, "People I look up to like are

good at math," lead to self-efficacy understandings in the

participants.  Vicarious influences can include modeled

actions that people observe, and information that observers

gain about those actions in other ways, such as reading or

listening.  For example, students who observe a peer learning

a task are likely to conclude they could learn it as well

(Bandura, 1981; Schunk 1984, 1985).  Vicarious modeling can

also limit the degree to which one feels able to learn

something new.  Brown and Inouye (1978) informed college

students they were either as competent or more competent than

other college students who were observed having difficulty

solving anagrams.  Participants who were informed they were

equally competent judged their self-efficacy to be

significantly lower than those informed they were more

competent than the model.

 Modeling can also influence how people will approach a

task.  Experiments that allowed observers to witness a model

persisting in a frustrating task before succeeding were more

likely to persist and succeed than those who witnessed non-

persistent models (Zimmerman & Blotner, 1979).  Ladouceur

(1983) attempted to demonstrate that the thought processes of

a model could be used by an observer to increase the

observer's feelings of self-efficacy.  Participants in this
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experiment were dog and cat phobics.  The models employed

participant modeling in which they demonstrated a task and

invited the participants to perform the task in a graduated

fashion.  When the participants still experienced difficulties

they were trained to verbalize their thoughts.  After

training, when a participant who was experiencing difficulties

verbalized a negative self-statement the therapist modeled

more adaptive thinking and encouraged subjects to do the same.

It was reported that this led to participants exhibiting

increased interactions with the feared animal.

Another form of cognitive modeling was examined by Gorrell

(1993).  This experiment attempted to add credence to the idea

that modeled learning is enhanced if the observer understands

the information processing strategies used by the model.  This

study compared direct instruction and cognitive modeling in

which the instructor systematically revealed his or her

thoughts and reasoning for a task.  For example an instructor

could explain how his own thinking moved from one idea to

another as a solution was produced.  A comparison of explicit

rules where the instructor printed out a list of rules that

could be used to arrive at a solution and implicit rules in

which the instructor presented his thought processes resulted

in more students being effective when they were exposed to the

implicit rules.  This approach to cognitive modeling was also
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employed by Gorrell and Capron (1988).  In this study teachers

were provided with a video which used either direct

instruction or cognitive modeling.  Cognitive modeling in this

study involved having the model reveal her thought processes

during a task.  This was reported to be a superior form of

instruction.

Cognitive modeling can also be systematized into a lesson

by attaching learning points closely to the behavioral

performance (Mann & Decker, 1984).  For example, a videotape

displaying modeled behaviors can be interrupted at each point

of the learning process so that emphasis can be placed on the

modeled behaviors.  This method was used in assertiveness

training and compared with the use of a video that did not

emphasize the learning points.  Results were reported to

indicate that the use of learning points was superior to video

modeling.  Cognitive modeling appears to be effective even

when models are not used.  Kazdin (1979) had clients imagine

rather than observe a model engage in assertive behaviors they

wanted to develop.  When the experimenter suggested that the

participants imagine alternate ways the imagined scene could

go, there were reported increases in assertive behaviors that

were transferred to behaviors in role playing.

A model's approach to a task can also influence an

observer's approach when the model expresses low self-
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efficacy.  Zimmerman and Ringle (1981) had groups of observers

view either confident or pessimistic persistent models, or

confident or pessimistic low persistent models.  The results

were reported to indicate that model persistence had the

greatest influence on the observers' persistence when they

were presented with similar problems.  Similar findings were

also reported by Pajares (1996) in a review of studies

involving modeling and self-efficacy in academic settings.  In

this review, modeling was associated with increased

persistence, self-efficacy and accurate performance.

The effectiveness of modeling can further be improved by

an observer's perception of the model’s social power.  Brewer

and Wann (1998) had participants attempt a puzzle task after

observing models who were described as having characteristics

associated with either legitimate, expert or referent power,

or who received no descriptions.  The expert model was

described as having an exceptionally high IQ for spatial

tasks, the legitimate model was described as being a tenured

professor at a University, and the referent model was

described as warm, cautious, intelligent, skillful and

industrious.  Results were reported to confirm the superiority

of a model’s perceived social power over controls in teaching

a puzzle task and there was no difference between the

experimental groups.
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The transfer of modeled behavior can also improve when the

observer perceives a similarity between the him or herself and

the model.  Similarity is most useful when individuals (a)

lack familiarity with the task that is to be performed and

have little information on which to base efficacy judgments or

(b) possess doubts about performing well (Schunk & Hanson,

1989).  Since ability related behaviors are susceptible to

peer influence a flawlessly modeled demonstration may not

promote self-efficacy as well as a demonstration in which

there is much perceived similarity.  Support for this idea was

evidenced by the use of athletic and non-athletic models with

nonathletic observers (George, Feltz, & Chase, 1992).  In this

experiment non-athletic participants watched a video of either

a same or different gendered athletic or non-athletic model

perform a task of muscular endurance.  Participants who viewed

the nonathletic model demonstrated higher levels of self-

efficacy compared with those who viewed the other groups.

This was interpreted to indicate that model ability is a more

salient cue than model sex for non-athletic for unskilled

observers.  Further support was provided by Schunk and Hanson

(1985) who reported that children who observed a peer model

solve subtraction problems learned at a higher rate than

children who observed an adult model performong the same

operations.


